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Abstract

Most of CADMAD users' libraries consist of existing sequences as the inputs, sub-sequences of these, mutated variants and novel synthetic sequences are defined as intermediates, and the desired products of their recombination will be the outputs.
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CADMAD’s Libraries construction can be optimized in two major aspects, minimizing the cost of the construction tree of given DNA fragments, and optimizing the DNA fragments themselves to optimize both the possible construction plan and the cost of required synthetic DNA.

We will present:

• Nested data model for library representation
• Optimal DAWG construction
• Pairing algorithm
• Synthetics optimization

1. Implementation

For the most part, non-synthetic DNA fragments are better left as defined by the user since they can be obtained in any form by amplifying a given NF. When DNA fragments are not supplied by the user or are too short to justify their amplification from a NF, they are regarded as synthetic and can be subjected to additional optimization.

Definitions:

Ref – a logical reference to a user defined DNA sequence.
Sub – a logical list of Refs describing a DNA sequences comprised of refs concatenations
Sequence – a DNA sequence requested by the user as a library target
DAWG - Directed Acyclic Word Graph.
Nodes Pairing - join two consecutive nodes within the DAWG-like graph

Library data model

---

7 Keywords that would serve as search label for information retrieval
Optimal DAWG insertion
The common DAWG graphical data model is perhaps the best form of textual compression that does not impair access time. To enjoy its benefits without impairing the human designer’s context, an altered DAWG is proposed, using all the subsequences within the library’s context as its alphabet. Using this modified DAWG, we can enjoy the best of both worlds. We have the human designer’s context decorating the nested objects as well as the space efficiency and quick access times of the DAWG data model.

The DAWG like graphical library representation is constructed in linear runtime (linear to the number of refs resulting from the user’s design) according to the principles described in reference [1].

Iterative LCS
When assembling the synthetic fragments of the library, the parts and objects described by the user should have no implication on the construction process. The idea is to optimize the library’s synthetic fragments description for by minimizing the number and length of required oligos.

A suffix tree based LCS solving algorithm, finds the longest common substring among a set of strings in \( \Theta(n_1+\ldots+n_k) \) runtime. Our proposed optimization works by extracting all the non-branching sub-sequences in the synthetics DAWG, use them as input to the LCS solver, slice the resulting LCS instances out of the nodes containing it, iterate.

The DAWG compression can be further optimized by the iterative LCS by recognizing two identical sub-sequences in two or more different nodes and logically unifying them.
Nodes pairing operation

A pairing operation will join two consecutive nodes within the DAWG-like graph. This in turn, will translate to a construction step, concatenating two DNA sequences.

![Figure B: consecutive nodes A, B](image)

![Figure C: concatenated nodes A, B](image)

In many cases there are no additional edges coming out of A or into B so the original nodes or just one of them can be deleted and completely replaced by the new AB node.

```python
pair(G, node_a, node_b):
    node_ab = create_node(node_a.name + '_cat_' + node_b.name, *node_a.refs + node_b.refs)
    G.add_node(node_ab)
    G.remove_edge(node_a, node_b)
    for pred in G.predecessors_iter(node_a):  # copy all the edges coming into A into the new AB
        G.add_edge(pred, node_ab)
    for succ in G.successors_iter(node_b):  # copy all the edges coming out of B out of the new AB
        G.add_edge(node_ab, succ)
    if not G.in_degree(node_b):
        G.remove_node(node_b)
    if not G.out_degree(node_a):
        G.remove_node(node_a)
```

Assembly graph based on pairing operations:

We score a pair of nodes by the number of source to sink routes that pass through that pair. In each iteration, we pair the highest scoring pair based on that score, until we’re left with an explicit set of sequences that is the full library. Every pairing operation is documented as a Y in the emerging construction tree.

```python
pairing(G):
    construction_tree = nx.DiGraph()
    while G.edges():
        node_a, node_b = get_highest_scoring_pair(G)
        pair(G, node_a, node_b)
        construction_tree.add_node(node_ab)
        construction_tree.add_edge(node_a, node_ab, direction='left')
        construction_tree.add_edge(node_b, node_ab, direction='right')
    return construction_tree
```
Optimizing assembly of combinatorial Cartesian product

When assembling a set by set type of combinatorial concatenation, finding the minimal set of primers that spans the full required combinatorial space results allows for some impressive savings in the price and number of required oligos.

Incorporating short synthetic nodes within primers:
The most expensive metric we take into account when assessing a construction plan is the depth of the concatenations tree. Each construction tree generation is error prone and can take anywhere between a day and a full week, even when manufacturing in full power.

When designing a library’s construction plan, we try to incorporate as many short synthetic fragments as possible into their neighbouring nodes’ primers. These small savings add up to saving full generations in the resulting construction tree, drastically reducing its duration and cost.

2. Results
Significant reduction in the number and length of required synthetic DNA fragments was achieved using the described algorithms as presented in report 2.8.

3. Conclusions
We have incorporated a few data structures and algorithms from the world of stringology with a few novel point optimization algorithms and an inclusive planning algorithm. When examining CADMAD users’ libraries using our new methods, we’ve unravelled some major optimization possibilities, unknown to the user and very hard to find for the manual planner.

The point optimization algorithms are mostly optimal but the same is left to be proven regarding the pairing algorithm. A major issue when addressing the pairing problem is exactly defining the optimal solution while it changes wildly with different manufacturing technologies, oligos pricing and human resources. Future work will extend the described algorithm with generic construction tree assessment that will allow the required degree of freedom for this quickly changing field.
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5. Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DAWG</td>
<td>Directed acyclic words graph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCS</td>
<td>Longest common substring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NF</td>
<td>Natural fragment (DNA given by the user)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oligo</td>
<td>DNA oligonucleotide</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>